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	>> Well, I've got exactly 2:00 o'clock so I think we'll get started.  Good afternoon, thank you very much for your interest in this topic I'm Jack Roush I'm an audiologist at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and I also work with the Carolina institute for developmental disabilities.  I'm joined by my colleagues on the far end Jean Mankowski is a child psychologist and next to her is Hannah Eskridge a speech-language audiologist and to my right Christine Kramer also a speech-language pathologist who specializes in working with children who are Deaf and hard of hearing.  Oops, what happened?  Here we go.  
	When I did it before is when I lost it.  Okay.  Sorry for that delay.  
	So why do we need an interdisciplinary hearing and evaluation program or what we call at UNC a hearing and development clinic.  As all of you know, many children who are born with hearing loss have one or more other challenges that they are dealing with.  The number may be as high as 40% and that ranges from conditions that might be life threatening in the early days of life like CHARGE to a more subtle learning disability that may not be apparent until school-age so we follow hundreds of children at UNC with hearing aids and cochlear implants and at any given time someone is always concerned about some red flags that weren't being addressed or a questionable diagnosis and of course also parents have those concerns and some of the families that were not from the larger more populated areas were really kind of at a loss to know what to do.  So about six years ago we went to our developmental disabilities institute which I mentioned is Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities which we refer to as CIDD and it's home to three Federally funded programs listed there, including LEND program and what we had hoped to do was really part of the mission of this institute as you will see.  The disciplines represented at the institute are listed here.  As you can see it's a pretty broad range of professional disciplines.  And these are the teams we currently have at CIDD and the last one listed there is the Hearing and Development Team or Hearing and Development Clinic which is what we're discussing today and that team uses a variety of different assessment formats but a lot of it is done in an arena style assessment where multiple disciplines can be interacting with that child at the same time. 
Others may be observing through a window or through closed circuit TV.  Sometimes the parent is directly involved in that arena assessment and that allows us to get the most information in the least amount of time and also for professionals from multiple disciplines to each look at that child from their perspective.  The referrals at this time are accepted only from within our institution and the team consists of those professional disciplines you see listed there and of course not every discipline is needed for every evaluation.  
	The child characteristics of the kids we see really run the gamut across the age range from infancy to young adults.  All types of hearing loss.  All degrees of hearing loss, including Auditory Neuropathy Spectrum Disorder.  
	Other child characteristics are shown here and as you can see communication approach ranges everything from formal communication systems to informal communication systems to no communication system.  
	And a range of diagnoses and presenting concerns listed below that.  
	The typical evaluation outcomes of our team are differential diagnosis of an intellectual disability or confirmation of a severe language delay, diagnosis or confirmation of a speech production problem such as apraxia, recommendation for more in-depth Augmentative and Alternative Communication assessments.  Those are especially challenging.  
	And then of course differential diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder.  In some cases it might be a situation where it met the criteria for autism that was not previously diagnosed.  In other cases, the child may be -- may present with a diagnosis of autism from another center that did not meet our criteria.  Or in some cases the child might be presented with the characteristics of autism but the parent at least at that point in time was not ready for further evaluation.  
	The format for the evaluations is summarized here.  It starts of course with a detailed case history and then a smaller team goes through the charts and conducts preevaluation staffing to determine which professional disciplines are relevant and then on that particular day those team members will meet prior to seeing the child and family to do some planning for the day.  The parents then meet with the team.  There's a full morning of assessments normally again using this arena style assessment.  A lunch meeting and discussion.  Then in the afternoon further assessments and then we try to distill the information we obtain in a family interpretive and when possible we provide a same-day report since that parent or parents will go back, they will have others interested in knowing what happened at UNC that day.  Eventually there's of course a full written report.  And an effort on our part to determine the impact and outcome.  
	There's a typical schedule there.  The picture on the lower right shows team members who are not directly involved with the child but they are observing the other evaluations that are going on at the same time.  
	And that brings us to three cases we would like to share with you.  These are not fully developed case presentations.  But rather case summaries to give you a feel for the kinds of children we see and how we approach the evaluation and assessment process.  
	>> Hi I'm Hannah and I'm going to share with you one of the kiddoes we evaluated, David.  And David was born a bit premature.  He was 34 weeks.  And he passed his newborn screen initially through OAEs and was not identified with a hearing loss until his first birthday and his diagnosis was due to Auditory Neuropathy Spectrum Disorder so he was fit with hearing aids at 17 months of age.  Then he was two years and one month when his family decided for him to pursue a cochlear implant.  And he received that cochlear implant.  Receiving services for that particular implant and then the family moved to North Carolina so they weren't originally in North Carolina when he was about 3 years 8 months.  After he moved to North Carolina his family decided to get an implant in the second ear and they were pursuing therapy services at our center working on the parents goals of listening and spoken language.  
	The parents attended therapy very regularly.  His mother was quite involved at home in care and intervention so we knew that piece was really being covered but unfortunately David was not making the progress that we were expecting him to make with his bilateral cochlear implants.  He was referred to the Hearing Development Team specifically for his lack of progress but most specifically for his articulation and speech production.  He was very unintelligible.  He also was having some pretty significant tantrums.  Seemed to be having some sensory issues.  Behavior kind of paying attention types of things.  And so his speech pathologist at the time referred him to the team to see about possible additional diagnosis in addition to his hearing loss that might be impacting his progress.  
	So the day of evaluation, the team members consisted of two speech and language pathologists one of the speech-language pathologist has an expertise in autism and AAC as well as apraxia and then an additional expert in children who are Deaf or hard of hearing.  
	There was a psychologist.  Also a special educator to look at academic skills.  And an occupational therapist looking at his sensory processing and -- to connect it to possibly his tantrums and behavior.  So what was kind of found from his evaluations in the big picture is that his receptive language seemed to be within normal limits for his age but his expressive language and expressive vocabulary skills were delayed.  His speech was unintelligible to unfamiliar listeners.  So they evaluated apraxia but were able to rule out a diagnosis of apraxia and felt like they were seeing more concerns with how he was actually processing some of the sounds he was hearing.  
	Also what's significant is that the psychological evaluation revealed his non-verbal IQ was 115 so he was quite a bright boy.  And it was felt that he was not really being challenged by his school and his home and in his therapy sessions to the level of his abilities his educational scores were within normal limits and really occupational therapy was showing some sensory issues but nothing of significance.  
	So the team made several recommendations that you can see listed here.  The two primary -- what ended up really being the two primary recommendations is that David needed to be challenged non-verbally both at home and in school in his therapy sessions due to his above-average intelligence.  So they started to really incorporate some things like really complicated puzzle tasks and some other things that they found to be really interesting to him and they started to see his behavior change in those environments.  So some of the things that had seemed like lack of attention, sensory, tantruming, started to change by him being more challenged in his different environments.  
	And then also the evaluation of concern about how he was processing speech.  So recommendations were made to really look further at his cochlear implant mapping and the UNC team spent some time slowing down his processing speed.  And so with that they began to see a significant increase in his speech processing and therefore, his speech production.  
	So how is David now several years later after his evaluation?  This is him, a recent picture of his first grade spelling bee, which he won.  For his school.  His speech and language skills both receptive and expressive language and speech production skills are all within normal limits.  He's been dismissed from any types of intervention.  And is really doing quite, quite well.  So the Interdisciplinary Team benefits specific for David were that often we have found with our team that ruling out a condition can be just as important as making a diagnosis for a child.  And that was definitely the case for David.  And because multiple disciplines were working together, it really helped us to recognize his potential and identify factors that were contributing to his sensory issues and his articulation delays, which led us to make those adjustments to therapy and cochlear implant maps which resulted in these positive outcomes.  So I think without the team approach individuals might have been making recommendations separately, they wouldn't have brought this whole picture together for David and his family.  
	>> So our next case that we have is 5-year-old boy named Connor and he came to see us two times.  And the first time he came, he was referred to us by his school and not only was he referred to us by the school but they also paid for it.  They wanted information for his upcoming IEP because the parents were having some disagreements with what the school wanted for Connor.  The school wanted a cued speech transliterator who was certified so the school did push for that and this is what the child had although this is what the school felt like this child needed so they wanted us to be a team to take part in that and to make recommendations for the IEP.  
	So for this team we also had two speech pathologists one with expertise in autism and AAC.  The other speech pathologist an expert in hard of hearing and also could do cued speech an occupational therapist, physical therapist and psychologist.  
	We did a battery of evaluations as you can see that could cover all of the disciplines and a formal cognitive evaluation was not given due to his inability to attend to speakers, his lack of eye contact, lack of imitation and joint attention skills.  
	So what we found in all of the evaluations is that he did have severe delays in all areas, motor delays, speech and language delays, and cognitive delays, as well.  
	And because he was such -- because he was a child with such complex needs, we felt as a team that he would benefit from a more aided language stimulation and a more augmentative approach.  
	So we did conclude that because Connor was not attending to cues, he did not have the physical ability to cue and was not attending to spoken language we felt that cued speech was not the best mode of communication for him but while the family had hired an attorney to try to get this in place, we felt that we would make the suggestion that they would continue with the Cued Speech for six months.  If there was not enough progress within that six-month range, that they would discontinue the cued speech and move on to a more augmentative mode of communication.  
	One year later he did return and he did make a few gains but not the gains we would expect with speech and language but we did see some general gains in some motoric abilities.  
	So again, we had the same exact team that was there the first time.  Again, he was given his evaluations and the speech and language evaluation was given through cued speech to check for growth in that.  
	He was given a variety of assessments, again, to cover all areas.  And what we found after all of the assessments was that, again, our recommendation was that cued speech be discontinued and that the primary mode of communication would be to focus on a total communication approach using an augmentative form of communication.  And as a team, we were able to conclude that given Connor's limited lack of eye contact, lack of motor skills, lack of cognitive skills, we felt as a team that that form, that the augmentative form, was best for him and we were able to prove that by this second assessment.  
	>> I'm here to talk about Olivia who is an adorable 28-month-old little girl who failed her Newborn Hearing Screening.  And at 2 months of age was diagnosed with hearing loss.  
	With a bilateral mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss.  She was aided at the age of 23 months and she was a preschool student in our -- in a preschool program for children who are Deaf and hard of hearing a couple days a week for three hours a day.  
	She was referred to our Hearing and Development Clinic because her teacher and speech pathologist at the school did not think she was making adequate language progress.  But there was also lots of other concerns.  She had sensory behaviors that were different from the other kids with hearing loss.  She wasn't acquiring language at the rate that they thought she should at a mild to moderate hearing loss.  
	Socially she wasn't engaging with peers.  She was not participating in circle time.  Or other preschool activities.  She was quite active and for that reason was inattentive to a lot of things going on in the class.  
	The other piece I wanted to point out was that she was born on time but she was a very low birth weight, she was 3 pounds 5 ounces at birth and therefore was hospitalized about a month and a half after she was born.  
	One thing that showed up in the referral from the school was a lot of concerns about an Autism Spectrum Disorder.  But this was not necessarily shared with the family or the mom who showed up on the day of the appointment with Olivia.  
	So we -- they come to the appointment and Olivia is absolutely adorable and proceeds to -- you know we're all meeting as a team and she proceeds to look on a DVD player and rewind the same little segment of a video again and again and again.  And her mom thought this was adorable but of course the rest of us our jaws dropping to the ground thinking, oh, dear, we really -- there's a lot of complex needs here.  
	So as I talked about, there were lots of challenges in the referral related to her language.  But also a lot of social behaviors, et cetera.  
	She did a lot of non-verbal -- she did signs to herself in the mirror to songs and it was absolutely adorable.  But didn't really have that joint attention with others.  
	A lot of sensory behaviors, pushing things into her hands and into her feet.  
	So we did -- we had an occupational therapist look at her sensory needs.  We have speech-language pathology both an expert in hearing loss and also one in Autism Spectrum Disorder.  And then myself, a psychologist, on the team.  
	We all did an educational -- or developmental evaluation of where she was at that particular time.  
	The other thing we did was ask Mom's permission to do an evaluation for Autism Spectrum Disorder which included an ADOS at that time, and now it's an ADOS 2 related to her development and development.  It is not standardized on individuals or Deaf and hard of hearing.  The ADOS is not but the psychologist and speech-language pathologist who carry out this evaluation are -- have been doing this team for years working with children who are Deaf and hard of hearing.  And take into account all of the things that would mark the child off who has hearing loss of one way or another on the ADOS to make sure we're not putting too much emphasis on that.  
	We did end up diagnosing Olivia with an Autism Spectrum Disorder.  And it was very shocking to Mom.  I think she was expecting to come in and get a sensory integration disorder or something like that.  And I think that this often happens with children who have some sort of medical condition.  I think often some of their other development is overlooked at it's all kind of put on oh it's her hearing loss but her hearing loss was only mild to moderate so it was kind of a disservice that this child was 28 months of age and nobody had mentioned this to the family.  
	The good thing about having an Interdisciplinary Team is to have both a speech-language pathologist and a psychologist who both know hearing loss doing that autism spectrum evaluation together.  Plus the occupational therapist to see that many of her sensory issues were more related to an Autism Spectrum Disorder than something else.  
	And of course having the individual on our team who specializes in children who are Deaf and hard of hearing can give us that norm of what typical children who are Deaf and hard of hearing look like to provide that balance.  
	>> So that brings us to a summary of some of the challenges and benefits of a center Interdisciplinary Team and there are both some of the challenges that are child related are the logistics for travel and unfamiliar environment for a child which is especially a child of complex needs problematic at times as we mention AAC evaluations are especially difficult to accommodate at times and the fatigue factor.  I mean, kids get tired.  Clinicians get tired.  And knowing how and when to select the appropriate measures, the complexity of the diagnoses and treatment planning, obviously these are pretty challenging cases or we wouldn't be seeing them in this context.  And then when it's said and done with the findings and recommendations accessing the services at the local level.  
	There are also a number of institutional costs certainly.  There are costs associated with the time involved.  The space involved.  Drawing on all of the professional expertise that's needed.  And really just trying to come to a scale that allows us to serve the number of children that require these assessments even within our own institution.  
	You really can't do this without drawing on, leveraging some existing bricks and mortgagor and people and programs such as LEND and children hospitals and other institutions that have the resources you can't ride this on its own bottom based on fee-for-service that's for sure.  
	But there are also a number of benefits and we hear this a lot from families to be able to go to one place and get in most places a consensus and impression and recommendations as opposed to multiple visits and conflicting advice sometimes.  For graduate students and I see some former graduate students who are out now practicing who are involved in the team and I think for them it was a really nice opportunity to be involved directly with some pretty challenging cases but with the mentorship of experienced clinicians and for the clinicians themselves, the satisfaction and again the challenges of providing some much-needed specialized services.  And then in the process achieving a more total picture of the child than we can obtain through the individual disciplines.  
	And even more broadly speaking, an opportunity for us to address an urgent need at least to some degree in our state.  
	So key points, Hearing and Development Team requires core expertise in several professional disciplines.  We feel that a psychologist is a key member and at least one member of the team must have expertise and experience in Deafness and I think the second bullet is maybe one of the most important take-home messages and that is that experienced professionals can become highly effective even if they do not have a background in Deafness.  I know there's some wonderful programs in Gallaudet and elsewhere around the country that are training specialists in psychology in Deafness.  But if we're going to even come close to meeting the needs out there that exist, we need to have our colleagues in psychology and in education and the Learning Specialists becoming comfortable with this population.  
	So another general key point I guess is that we all feel that the most important findings are not in the test scores.  That each child is more than the sum of the individual assessment components.  And that the recommendations need to really focus on functional outcomes.  Goals and progress are the most important.  For many of these children, especially those with the most complex needs, even modest gains can be really rewarding for the family and for the professionals who work with them.  
	What have we learned?  Again, working with families in a team like this adds so much to the total picture.  We've learned that it's important to avoid explicit expectations before actually meeting the family.  And evaluating the child.  And again, each child is more than the sum of these individual components.  
	And finally, some future directions here.  We're hoping to be more systematic in our analysis of outcomes and impact.  We're hoping to expand our collaboration further with the state Department of Public Instruction and even at the local level.  And explore teleclinical consulting models that might be feasible.  And partnering with other interdisciplinary teams in the state that are not currently seeing children with hearing loss.  And then finally, and this is one of the main motivators in the presentation today was to connect with and learn from other teams around the country who might be doing similar work.  And although there isn't time today for interaction, we would love to meet others who are interested in developing teams like this or that are already ongoing that we could meet and interact with down the road.  
	So we feel like we're talking a mile a minute because it was a lot to pack in here.  
	But it's time for us to pass the ball to our colleagues in the second 30 minutes.  So thank you very much for your attention.  
	(Applause) 
	>> If you can please leave the evaluation forms on the side for me, please, that would be great.  
(Standing by).



	>> All right.  Everyone.  Thank you for coming today.  Our presentation is going to be on the "Co-Morbidity of Hearing Loss and Autism Interdisciplinary Collaboration" my name is Lesley Franklin and I'm at the University of Utah I have some colleagues with me today and they will introduce themselves as they come up to present, as well.  
	This has been a group collaboration.  We are all part of the LEND program.  LEND stands for Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental Disabilities this is a training that provides opportunities for professionals and students of several different areas of health care to come together and create a leadership in working towards a multidisciplinary health care approach to make family-centered and culturally appropriate health care.  
	So what we are doing here with our project is we are creating modules for parents and professionals to access when they have a child with autism or who have presented with hearing loss and they are having concerns of autism.  So these modules that we are in the process of creating will be available later on the AUCD Web site and they can be accessed there hopefully in May.  
	So some basic demographics, autism, according to the CDC, there is a 1 in 68 children are diagnosed with some form of autism.  
	Over the past 30 years, that has drastically increased in numbers.  
	Also, the increase of hearing loss, now the prevalence 2 to 3 in 1,000 children in the U.S. are diagnosed with some sort of unilateral or bilateral hearing loss and this number has also increased and potentially due to the awareness and the mandate of the Newborn Hearing Screening.  
	So together it can be very challenging to diagnose and differentiate these diagnoses when they are seeing together -- when they are seen together.  And the prevalence continues to increase.  
	In 2009 to 2010 there was a study by Advanced Bionics that stated 1 in 59 children with hearing loss are also receiving services for Autism Spectrum Disorder.  
	So that is something that's also, again, increased that we have seen this trend.  
	So some of you are familiar with the red flags of Autism Spectrum Disorder, that reduced eye contact, repetitious play, the insistence in sameness on routines on a day-to-day basis.  Having behaviors that inhibit and disrupt daily life.  Those are all red flags that we see in young children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.  So when a child fails their Newborn Hearing Screening or further hearing screenings that they fail and some of these red flags are seen, that is a really good indicator to receive a further evaluation for a possible autism diagnosis.  
	All right.  And next we have Brianna Murray she is a genetic counselling student at the University of Utah, as well and she will be presenting the further information.  
	>> Thanks, Lesley I'm going to be short apparently.  I'm too short for this.  
	As Lesley said I'm a genetic counselling student at the University of Utah so my point of view on Autism Spectrum Disorder and on hearing loss is very different from probably most of the people in this room that for me when I start looking at children that have multiple symptoms, multiple conditions, I start thinking about genetic causes for those.  And it's often talking about syndromes.  So when we say syndrome in the world of genetics, it classically means having multiple symptoms or signs of medical things that could be related or grouped together under one specific genetic cause.  
	When we're talking about these two conditions in condition, we found that about 20% of autism spectrum diagnoses and about 60% of congenital hearing loss are due to known genetic causes.  There may be several other causes out there, as well that others are familiar with that are not genetic as well as genetic causes we just don't have information on yet.  
	But this is the world that I typically will live in.  So I wanted to go through a couple of the more well-known syndromes that are typically associated with both Autism Spectrum Disorders as well as hearing loss.  And we'll be brief and kind of do the overview on these.  
	So the first is Down syndrome.  And as a visual there's the little girl in the top right corner.  So children with Down syndrome do have an extra copy of chromosome 21 and about 96% of these cases this is caused at the moment of conception.  It's not inherited from parents.  And this is a condition that's -- that is often associated with things like low muscle tone.  Down planted eyes.  Single creases in the palms, intellectual disabilities.  And about 50% of these children have heart defects.  And then Autism Spectrum Disorder and hearing loss are very common in these children, as well.  It's typically seen in about 20 to 30%.  And for the general population we typically see about 6,000 babies born with Down syndrome in the United States every year.  
	Next on our list is 22q11.  People may know this also as velocardiofacial or as DiGeorge syndrome.  This condition is caused by a deletion or change in a gene located on chromosome 22.  And children that have this condition typically will have heart defects, as well.  They might have cleft lip or cleft palate they can have intellectual delays, as well.  They typically can have immunodeficiency which is one of the signs we will pick up on most of the time.  And children with this condition are seen at usually at the rate of about 1,000 born in the United States every year.  CHARGE syndrome is another one that may be common to some of the professionals in this room.  CHARGE was classified identified based on its symptoms it stands for colobomas changes in the eyes, heart defects, atresia of the choanae, retardation of growth and development genital abnormalities and abnormalities and ear anomalies.  These children typically do have Deafness and blindness commonly associated however we don't classify them based on clinical symptoms anymore.  About two-thirds have a known genetic change so it's more of a molecular diagnosis at this point but the name still sticks.  
	This is kind of moving down the list so even smaller about 450 to 500 babies are born every year with CHARGE syndrome.  This is a condition that is in no way inherited.  It's always sporadic.  It's not passed down from parent to child.  Whereas things like 22q11 often is, though it can also be a sporadic condition.  
	Last on the list is another one that may be very common and this is our little boy in the middle.  Has Fragile X so Fragile X is one classically associated with Autism Spectrum Disorders children with these conditions have larger heads very prominent ears, intellectual disabilities, as well.  
	And then again, the Autism Spectrum Disorder and hearing loss is actually strongly associated with Fragile X.  One misconception that's commonly brought up with Fragile X is it is present in both males and females, though only females will pass the condition per se.  So Fragile X is caused in a slightly different way than what you may think of for most genetic conditions.  It's caused by an expansion of a segment of DNA so it would be for us like that are really old school if you had a CD player or record player and it starts skipping it gets stuck on the segment and starts creating it over and over again so for people who have Fragile X they will have more than 200 repeats of this segment whereas people who are unaffected or not at increased risk in any way typically have less than 45 copies of this segment.  People that are in that middle zone tend to be at risk that continue to skip or expand or will be those that are known as carriers and have that increased chance of passing it onto their children.  
	This can be also associated with premature ovarian failure as well as ataxia or tremors in family members.  
	And again it is passed onto both boys and girls in the family.  The rates are a little bit different because girls have two copies of the X chromosome when we're talking about Fragile X whereas males have one copy so when we talk about the increased risk to males if they inherit that from Mom they have Fragile X whereas girls may have a more mild presentation.  And it can be variable whether they have activated Xs as far as what number is coming from Mom versus Dad.  Finally Fragile X is occurring differently in males and females in the population again because of that vary ability in symptoms males tend to be about 1 in 6,000 -- sorry 1 in 3600 females is 1 in 6,000 so overall with the idea there can be other symptoms, other syndromes that are often associated with both Autism Spectrum Disorder and hearing loss.  We've got a few more listed.  There are several other out there.  People will often talk about doing gene panel testing which is testing for multiple conditions.  There's one that's present here today that includes a 29 gene panel looking at the association specifically with hearing loss.  
	But it's the idea to get the information out there.  That often when you see children that do have signs of Autism Spectrum Disorders, they have known diagnoses of hearing loss, to start looking for what else is going on.  And if there does need to be a genetics evaluation by at least a geneticist potentially doing a further workup at that point.  
	And I will turn it back over to Kate.  
	>> Hello, I'm Katrina or Katie Wheeler and I'm a speech-language pathologist at the Development Assessment Center at the University of Utah and I thought this was a perfect opportunity with this audience to talk about what to look for when you're thinking about Autism Spectrum Disorder.  Both when a child has a hearing loss or when the child has no hearing loss because typically audiologists are one of the first professionals that the child is going to be referred to for an autism spectrum diagnosis.  A lot of children with autism spectrum aren't responding to their names.  They aren't responding and learning language like they would be expected to.  So they are sent to the audiologist to see if they have hearing loss.  
	Autism Spectrum Disorder is not something we have a blood test for or genetics test for, we can do an MRI for just yet.  There's some research that's really exciting about MRIs and being able to detect a difference in about 80% of cases but that's early and probably in 5 to 10 years I think we'll have a lot more information and we'll be able to probably use tests to help with diagnosis of autism but currently we base it on criteria and the DSM V these are the criteria we're looking for when diagnosing a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder the first segment on the right persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction, children need to have deficits in all three of these areas so I just want to go over it and give an idea of different things to look for when you're working with children.  
	Deficits in social emotional reciprocity.  So when we're looking at reciprocity we're thinking about turn taking, sharing of interests, emotion or sharing affect, how they are feeling on their face.  A lot of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder have very flat affect you never know when they are happy you know when they are angry because they are crying or screaming but they won't give you hints as to what they are feeling.  Deaf knits in non-verbal communication include eye contact and gestures and a problem with understanding other peoples' facial expressions and affect.  Eye contact, there is some confusion for pediatricians and possibly audiologists if a child has any eye contact whatsoever and if you work really hard and get eye contact that they don't have autism however a lot of children on the autism spectrum have pretty good eye contact.  That's not a make it or break it.  I just want to make sure that's really clear.  
	And then also, deficits in developing relationships.  Children with autism aren't really tuned into the world around them.  It's a little overwhelming.  It's not something that they automatically are able to just have interest in.  So they don't really have interest in others.  Their pragmatics are poor, which it's a language term meaning using the appropriate social interaction for the appropriate situation.  Like you don't act a birthday party like you would act at a funeral.  So understanding the difference.  Treat a teacher differently or hug a teacher differently than you would hug your mom those kind of things they don't understand naturally.  They are going to need intervention.  
	And then also restrictive and repetitive patterns of behavior.  That's also a criteria that's necessary for a child to be diagnosed with autism.  And two of these four characteristics are necessary to meet criteria.  
	First repetitive and stereotyped movements.  Children with autism have repetitive sign or speech and movements.  A lot of children you'll see flapping or jumping, walking on their toes, that's pretty characteristic of children on the autism spectrum.  And also echolalia is the other thing you would see that's when a child repeats what they have seen or the sign, as well.  Immediately but not functionally.  
	Insistence on sameness causes a lot of problems for parents with toddlers that are on the autism spectrum because it's just -- it leads to a whole lot of tantrums.  And really intense tantrums.  Unusually intense and long lasting tantrums.  
	Restricted and fixated interests.  Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder aren't usually interested in the same kinds of things that other kids are interested in.  They are not interested in the really awesome toy in the middle of the room.  They are more interested with light switches or the button on the printer or the door hinge as it opens and closes.  Those are the kinds of things.  I've had children that I've diagnosed that were fascinated by license plates and walking through a parking lot for parents was like a nightmare because they would have to stop at every single one and just inspect every single license plate on every car or else they would have a terrible tantrum.  Also I had another student that was just obsessed with weather forecasts and that's all she wanted to talk about.  And she would have to spend at least an hour every morning checking out the weather in several different cities -- several different cities around the country.  
	And then finally, hypo or hyperreactivity and unusual sensory interests.  Children on the autism spectrum often have a high tolerance for pain.  We see a lot of kids on the autism spectrum that had fluid in their ears consistently but never complained about their ear infections because they are so hyporeactive.  And so that often -- often we see kids with hearing loss or just a hearing impairment at the time because of that.  
	They also visually inspect toys instead of playing with the car and driving it around.  They are more likely to tip it over and roll the wheels and just watch them carefully.  We see a lot of kids laying on the ground and rolling a car back and forth and just watching the wheels.  That's usually when they are just left alone to play by themselves so if you notice any of these things when you're doing an evaluation of hearing of a child it's really important to refer them for an autism diagnosis evaluation because the sooner that we can evaluate, the sooner we get a diagnosis, the more likely those kids are to get the therapy that will make a difference and also to reach their maximum potential.  
	So here we have just to give you an idea, we have a little video from the CDC of a mother with twins.  Let's hope the sound works.  This is -- one twin is -- this is -- 
	(Audio lost).
	>> When his mom -- 
	(Audio is cutting in and out).
	>> So here is a list of different things to watch for children who are hearing impaired who might have a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder.  So some of the things that are particularly different give and show behaviors are just not going to be there.  Children with autism are more likely to be sitting facing the wall, playing by themselves, inspecting the different parts of the toy than they are to give and show and take turns and share things visually with you.  
	Shifting of signing space, a lot of kids that I worked with with autism and hearing loss that are -- use sign to communicate, it's not up here in the visual field.  A lot of times it's down low or it's off to the side.  It's just they are not aware of your perspective and what you're seeing.  And also it's fleeting and quick and you have to be watching to really be able to catch what it is they are communicating.  Because they are not going to typically go out of their way to make sure you understand and that your comprehension of what they are trying to communicate is clear.  
	Also, poor understanding and use of integrated ASL facial grammatical features.  I've been just fascinated at this conference walking around seeing people signing and I've been paying particular attention to their facial grammatical features because that's not what I see in the kids that I work with with autism and Deafness.  There's so much that's communicated through the face that they are not going to understand when it's being aimed at them and that they are not going to communicate.  
	And then restrictive and repetitive patterns of behavior.  Children with echolalia in speech as I said before children clearly with sign will be throwing sign and it's not functional if you sign blue and they sign immediately after you sign blue that doesn't mean they know what the color is or that they even understand what you're talking about, they are just automatically just repeating and that's what echolalia is.  A lot of times echolalia is also be delayed where children are using signs that they have learned in a certain pattern and they use it perhaps not perfectly like it should be used but it's sort of functional for them.  
	Idiosyncratic gestures, those are signs that a child uses that aren't typical, they haven't been taught by their parents, haven't been taught by the school, it's not ASL.  But they have learned like I had one kid who did this when it was all done.  It wasn't all done beautifully but everybody knew that's what he meant when he said all done.  
	And also palm rotation errors I was reading an article by Muten Shield (phonetic) they were talking about especially with fingerspelling that children with -- that sign that have Autism Spectrum Disorder often will sign towards themselves and they are not going to sign again because of that perspective shift they are not going to be thinking so if you see a child signing and looking at it like little tiny infants wave at themselves and figure out they are supposed to wave this way, it's the same situation.  
	And then evaluation, if -- these are the different tests that need to be run to really get a clear picture of the child.  There's several centers in our area that do strictly ADOS with a psychologist and that's all that they do and I feel like it's really important to get a multidisciplinary picture of that child so you can really make a difference not just in the diagnosis but also in the plan so that the child can get the best therapy so they can meet their maximum potential because most of these children, once they get the proper intervention, are going to make really good gains.  And hopefully be able to join their classmates and their class.  And communicate.  
	>> I want a quick show of hands because I've been seeing as we've been talking a lot of people have been smiling or nodding their heads how many people in this room either have a child with autism or have worked with a child with autism?  Keep those hands up if that child also had hearing loss.  
	Yeah.  You're in the right place.  All right.  
	So what do you do at this point if you do have a child that has both autism and hearing loss?  And we start talking about that Interdisciplinary Team approach.  But there's not going to be one provider that can meet all of that child's needs.  
	The purpose of a cohesive Interdisciplinary Team is to maximize a child's potential for success and that means better outcomes for the child and for the family.  
	So some of the people that can be included we always say first and foremost, include the parents.  Make sure you're including the parents.  
	And other team members as needed.  It may be the primary care physician, the speech-language pathologist, the audiologist, the psychologist, the geneticist, the occupational therapist.  The physical therapists and the educators.  And there may be others, as well.  This list isn't meant to be exhaustive.  
	So some services that a child may receive will begin be based on those team decisions.  They may need services through PT, through OT, through speech.  
	And through a variety of agencies, as well.  And so private service agencies may be able to offer things like TEACCH, PECS or ABA and the purpose of our presentation today isn't to go in-depth on those services but to make you aware that they are available.  
	There may be some school services, again, whether it's ABA therapy or transitioning to the IEP and each of those individual needs of the child.  
	And then Government programs, things like the birth to 3 or neonatal follow-up programs what each state that represents the early population of getting those early intervention services and finally being able to use the opportunities that we have now with technology, to be able to do telehealth and contact those families that may not have easy access to health care.  They may not live in those urban centers and be able to make regular visits.  There may be need for a follow-up that's available through our technology now.  
	>> We're running a little short on time so I'll quickly touch on applied behavioral analysis as most of you probably know research has shown this is the best way to teach a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder and it works for children that are Deaf or hard of hearing beautifully.  You just have to use best practice and adjust what it is that you're doing for those children.  
	Yeah.  
	Also, as part of our modules we're going to be sharing resources that are -- I feel like it's important that parents know where to go to get quality information because there's a lot of misinformation out there.  And I always tell my families that I'm talking to about autism how important it is that they take everything with a grain of salt if it's not research based and it's talked about in some peer reviewed journal.  
	So that's that.  
	>> All right, thank you, again, everyone for coming.  As we conclude we would just like to leave you with this quote here and just stress again the importance of that multidisciplinary approach.  That it's not just you.  But it is a variety of providers.  And the importance of knowing when to refer and when to count on your other professionals working by your side to go to for help and give them -- give the child the best opportunity for that care that they need.  
	Again, like I said, these modules will be done hopefully by May.  And be able to access them on the AUCD Web site for your reference, as well.  Thank you.  
	(Applause).
(Standing by).


	>> There are some handouts in the back you're welcome to take.  They are the brochures that we have sent out to the hospitals, the primary care providers and the -- actually there's one group of handouts that we actually haven't even sent out yet.  We're sending out on March 1st.  But they are there.  
	>> I think I'm going to start because I have too many slides.  I'm Brenda Kinsella Balch.  I'm a pediatrician for over 25 years.  I've been involved with EHDI I think since 2005.  And I've been lucky enough to work with Connecticut DPH and Amy Mirizzi who are amazing.  
	This presentation I gave a very similar presentation in September of last year at the CMV Conference in Texas.  I gave it with a good friend of mine, Lisa Saunders who is a parent of a child who died at 16 years of age.  He had very complicated CCMV and she passed at 16 years of age.  And Lisa was instrumental in getting legislation passed in Connecticut.  So I just want to mention her and also there's a few slides that will refer back to some of the work that she did, as well.  
	The first slide talks about as one door closed, another door opened and you'll see what that means as time goes on.  We had a ceremonial signing of the bill passing in July.  So the learning objectives for today are to familiarize all of you with data regarding the lack of knowledge about CMV by both health care providers and parents.  And to encourage an understanding of all of the partnerships that it takes and the collaboration it takes to get this legislation on CMV passed in Connecticut.  
	I'll talk about the benefits and limitations of testing for CCMV and share some preliminary data our bill, it started in January of 2016 so we have the whole year of 2016 some preliminary data.  And then I'll share some resources we've developed in Connecticut and disseminated throughout the state.  And again there are several resources in the back.  There's resources for PCPs that we have developed on CCMV and there's resources for OB/GYNs that we haven't sent out we're sending out on March 1st there's the brochure the hospitals have that were -- the hearing loss brochure that was updated with CMV information once we passed the law.  
	These are my nephews.  So CMV is the most common congenital viral infection in the U.S. 1 in 150 children are born in the United States with CCMV each year all of you know in addition to hearing loss there are many other issues and problems that can be associated with CMV.  
	The impetus for legislation -- these are my kids, by the way, they are now 24  and 28.  But I figured I would give them some credit.  
	Infants with asymptomatic CMV outnumber those that show symptoms 3 to 1.  In a large number of asymptomatic CMV, hearing loss is the only sequelae and asymptomatic is kind of a funny term if you have hearing loss because I think that is more than asymptomatic.  And they are kind of working on that terminology at this point.  
	Approximately 50% of hearing loss from CCMV infection is either late onset or progressive and the type and severity of hearing loss varies.  
	There have been several studies by Dr. Adler.  There's been studies -- there's a study from 2015, Ruvalo (phonetic), and a study out of France that show greater than 75% of the time you can decrease transmission of CMV with hygiene precautions.  
	So it is potentially preventible.  There's a lot of controversy regarding this.  But all of the studies that have been done so far show a benefit of prevention.  
	So there was a study at the National Center for Hearing Assessment and Management did a survey of 2,000 pediatricians in 2005 and then in 2012.  And it was really depressing results.  Because not only was there no improvement in knowledge about risk factors for hearing loss that could lead to late onset of progressive hearing loss but there was actually in some areas a decrease in knowledge.  
	ACOG did a survey in 2007.  About half of those that were requested to participate participated.  And the CDC and American College of OB/GYNs in 2000 recommend they counsel pregnant women on CMV transmission via urine, saliva and other bodily survey on the survey only 44% of OB/GYNs reported they counsel their patients about CMV and reducing the risk of CMV.  Now ACOG came out with a statement in 2015 saying there wasn't enough evidence about hygiene precautions and prevention.  And they backed off on their recommendation of prevention.  
	And I guess the most concerning component of this is what they said was that -- let me read this correctly.  
	What they said was you can't be sure that childbearing -- wait a second.  I'm sorry.  I got the wrong one.  
	As of 2015 patients will consider preventive guidelines difficult to implement because they often are considered impractical or burdensome.  So ACOG's perspective is that parents aren't going to do it because it's too difficult to do.  
	And following that the CDC removed some of their preventive guidelines like not kissing on the mouth, not sharing utensils, they removed those as recommendations.  
	There was also a survey done of U.S. men and women in 2010 over 4,000 participated almost equal in numbers, men versus women.  Only 13% of women knew about CMV.  And only 7% of men had heard about it.  That doesn't mean they understood it.  They had heard about it.  
	This is where I escape to if I ever get a chance.  
	So I'm just going to go through in Connecticut what the timeline has been with regards to universal newborn screening and CMV legislation.  
	The mandate was passed in '99.  Implemented in 2000 in all of the 31 birth facilities in Connecticut.  
	They were reported electronically by 2002 to DPH and the equipment was standardized in 2003.  
	Lisa and I presented -- well had the representatives present a bill in Connecticut.  The bill included two components.  In 2014.  One was for education for providers and parents and the other component was for CMV testing.  
	Included in that bill, attached to that bill and I'm not sure exactly why was the globoid cell dystrophy.  
	2014 the bill passed the Public Health Committee, it passed the House but failed in the Senate because of the cost.  $40,000 was a deal breaker.  So that door was closed for 2014.  
	In January 2015, we had bipartisan support for submitting a new bill.  And in March of 2015 it passed the Public Health Committee but they wanted to remove the education component because of cost so that part was removed and it was just for testing and in May 2015, an act concerning cytomegalovirus passed because of bipartisan support but again it wasn't funded for education so it was for CMV testing only.  But this is the statute but basically what we do in Connecticut if a child does not pass their hearing screen and in Connecticut both the hearing screens are done prior to discharge most of the time so we get two screens prior to discharge if a baby does not pass their hearing screen, it's recommended that they have a CMV test and it's recommended it's done by 21 days of age because of congenital versus acquired CMV.  
	So as a result of the bill passing it was necessary to educate primary care providers, hospitals, et cetera.  
	So we got in the back door with regards to education.  And DPH was the lead agency in doing this.  And other people were involved, many other people were involved.  
	In June through July of 2015 we notified birth hospitals and conducted surveys to see what the present practices were for testing for CMV, how they tested for CMV, what their turn-around time was, et cetera.  Then from September to October of 2015, a number of other things were done, Web site revisions, the flowcharts and the hospital work -- the flowcharts in the hospital were revised.  The brochure which there's a copy of in the back that the hospitals use for hearing loss also additional CMV testing and prevention information was included on there.  
	And then in collaboration with DPH and the Connecticut AAP, we developed a Primary Care Provider information sheet.  And that's also in the back.  
	In the fall of 2015, we connected with infectious disease doctors at Connecticut Children's Hospital and at Yale.  They had several meetings at both facilities to discuss how to implement this effectively, efficiently and they both developed programs and protocols for it.  December in 2015 the Connecticut AAP had a webinar entitled:  Update on statewide neonatal CMV and the link is there.  In November and December 2015, DPH added an EHDI database and several hospitals called to get more information about how to make sure they are going to be compliant with the law as of January 1st, 2016.  
	The important talking points we thought we should try to communicate to primary care providers and hopefully all of these if not most of them are included in that handout are as follows:  Congenital CMV is the most common non-hereditary cause of sensorineural hearing loss.  
	Connecticut conducts two hearing screens prior to discharge.  If either ear does not pass after the second screen, prior to 21 days of age, CMV is warranted prior to discharge.  And that makes it easier.  Utah has it a little tougher because they often have screens after discharge and then they have to get the CMV test done.  The majority of our hospitals, there's 31 facilities in the state and the majority of them do the PCR for saliva and urine.  Some of them, there are a few I believe, that are still doing a culture.  But the majority do the PCR for saliva and urine the viral load in saliva and urine is greater than in blood.  It's also a quick turn-around time.  
	Almost all of the -- actually all of the positive CMV who see pediatrics infectious diseases doctors get a confirmatory urine culture.  Primary care providers responsible for sharing the CMV results with the parents or guardian.  And all infants who fail their second newborn hearing screen regardless of their CMV status we still encourage them to get a full diagnostic evaluation infants with a positive CMV test are encouraged to be evaluated by the pediatric infectious disease specialist again at CCMC or Yale.  
	What were the benefits of the legislation?  It increased CMV awareness among public health officials.  Again through the back door, even though -- we had this little debate in March when they said that they couldn't pass the education component, we -- Lisa and I were talking about do we want to push forward or not and we decided you can't do a test without telling them why so we would get some of that education component in.  So we pushed forward.  
	And developed these Primary Care Provider hospital and parent education resources at that time.  And then just in February we finished resource materials for OB/GYNs and parents.  
	The protocol allows for a more timely diagnosis of the cause of hearing loss and it's much less expensive than imaging and genetic testing.  The PCRs, there's variability in the hospitals but they are somewhere around $60 for a PCR test.  Just a basic screen for genetic testing starts around $600 up to several thousand dollars.  So this is a cost effective test.  
	The legislation increased health care workers and parents' awareness of CMV research and possible intervention strategies for congenital CMV, as well.  
	What were the limitations/concerns?  The law mandates only testing infants who don't pass their hearing screen.  And as we know late onset or progressive hearing loss is very common with CMV, congenital CMV so we're missing those kids.  Also, some of the testing that's done really doesn't get those mild kids, doesn't capture them.  So we're missing those potentially, as well.  And if we're missing those and we don't test for CMV, we don't know that's potentially the etiology and we have to watch them closer.  
	After three weeks of age the PCR for CMV on saliva and urine and urine culture can't differentiate between congenital and acquired CMV and there are studies that suggest breast feeding may impact on the accuracy of the saliva test.  That's one of the reasons we do a confirmatory urine.  
	Other limitations, some medical professions and CMV experts oppose public policy and legislation mandating medical practice.  
	I guess this wouldn't be a bad thing if there was encouragement, strong encouragement and education to the general public about CMV, then we wouldn't have to legislate it but if you don't get the information, you don't know what to do with it.  So we've got to get the information first and although targeting does miss a lot of kids, we're gathering a lot of information regarding CMV by doing these targeting testing in Utah and in Connecticut.  
	There are two recent publications I don't want to forget to mention.  Pediatrics, January 2017 there was a Utah study that showed the positive result of the Utah study was that the kids who -- because they were doing testing since 2013 for CMV, there's an increase in children getting their audiological evaluations by that 3-month mark.  So that's a very positive result of the testing.  
	The other article came out this month in Peds.  And it's from Texas.  And that was a study that they followed kids for 18 years.  They had somewhere around 90 positive CMV babies.  And they had about 50 controls.  And they followed them from birth to age 18 with audiology evaluations.  A few didn't get many.  And there wasn't a large cohort.  But it gave I think very impressive information.  A few of the big points are overall between 0 and 18, 25% of those babies who were positive for CMV had sensorineural hearing loss.  2% of those babies had severe profound and so met criteria for cochlear implant.  
	There were a few other -- let me think of the other.  
	Between 0 and 5 years of age, -- excuse me; after age 5 there wasn't a lot of difference between the control and the -- those infected with CMV.  In other words so at birth there was 0 for the control of sensorineural hearing loss and for the CMV at birth it was 7%.  By age 5 it was 14% of the babies with a positive CMV had hearing loss.  And then between age 5 and 18, there was very little difference between the number of kids who were diagnosed with sensorineural hearing loss between the controls and the CMV positives.  
	There's no drug licensed to treat CMV although studies are ongoing using antivirals and there's no commercially licensed vaccine available for CMV.  I think another reason to consider doing CMV testing in the newborn period is because if we have this information, it will push the agenda for the vaccine so it's another reason that it's important that we consider pushing this.  
	Our preliminary data.  This doesn't -- you can't read this too well.  I'm going to get closer so I can read it.  
	So for the year of 2016, we had 451 babies who didn't pass their hearing screen.  Out of 451, 23% did not get a documented CMV screen.  And 77% had CMV screens.  Out of those screens, 2% CMV was detected out of all of the facilities.  84% CMV was not detected.  And then 13% was undocumented and 2% they had no idea.  
	The hearing status of those babies who were positive for CMV, there were 2 congenital losses, one bilateral, one unilateral.  There was one late onset bilateral.  Three passed the diagnostic at that time.  And then one had a rescreen and passed.  So didn't get the full diagnostic.  
	And then there were -- so 96% of the babies were tested prior to 21 days of age.  4% were screened after 21 days of age.  Most of those were premature.  
	So endeavors that are in progress, in July 2016 DPH worked on additional educational materials focusing on prevention.  Despite having the education component removed.  We've talked about that.  And then we just finished the OB/GYN resources.  One of the resource I'll show you after I think it's for the parents really.  It's OB/GYN we're going to send them to the offices but it's a small -- it's actually from the CMV -- one of the CMV organizations.  I should remember.  But it will be on there.  
	And it's a great simple clear poster that I think will get the attention of parents hopefully the OB/GYNs will put that up in their office.  
	There's also a project -- where is Olivia and Casey?  Okay.  And their professor, Jill.  We are fortunate enough to have two UConn pediatric audiology students who are going to -- who are working on a project where they are going to inquire of all of the day care licensing centers across the country as to what written, oral, et cetera information they have regarding congenital CMV.  What they recommend to pregnant women who work in day care centers.  Do they use gloves, et cetera?  They are going to develop a survey.  And send that out to all of the day care licensing centers across the country.  
	We researched this.  And there's really nothing similar out there so I'm very excited about their work.  
	Timewise, what do we have?  So Lisa, Lisa is amazing.  She works -- she sends me emails, she calls me, she sends me texts and she doesn't let me ignore them and she's wonderful and I'm not the only one she does it to, 2015 after working two years with state legislators, Government agencies, media and families Lisa helped Connecticut become the second state in the U.S. to pass the CMV law.  That's Lisa with -- that's Lisa with her daughter and her older daughter soon after CMV law passed DPH added information on their Web site which enabled Lisa to direct the TV station for a bulletin she's always looking for where she can send someone to look at the resources.  2016 the Connecticut Office of Early child's Division of Licensing for operators started linking to the Connecticut DPH CMV page that's because of Lisa and it's under disease and prevention on the Web site.  
	Additionally she's been in communication with OSHA and they are now working on publications to provide CMV education for child care workers in day care centers nationwide.  That has not been done previously.  
	Mothertobaby.org Education Committee creating a new fact sheet specifically for day care workers to discuss overall infection right side that will include CMV that wasn't included before until Lisa contacted them.  And then certified industrial hygienist of the Worker Institute at Cornell and director of health workers and safety is working on something in the workplace for labor Web site it will now include CMV again through Lisa's efforts.  
	Before I go to any questions I want to show you quickly what's back there with brochures so this is -- it's a brochure so it's upside down on one side but this is a brochure which talks about hearing tests and then about congenital CMV.  
	This is a two-page handout on the role of primary health care providers and CMV.  
	And it talks about the law and what you need to do to make sure you follow through with the law.  
	And then the new materials we just finished, this is a letter we sent to the OB/GYNs just why we're sending them a letter, why we are sending them information on CMV.  
	This is information specifically about CMV to the providers.  Just really basic information.  
	And then on the left is specific information regarding CMV testing for OB/GYNs because it's different than what we do with babies.  
	And then that's a version of the poster.  It's a national CMV foundation.  There you go.  That's a version of the poster.  And I just think it's really clear, it's concise.  It's cute.  You have a cute little pumpkin with a nice big belly.  Are you pregnant.  It's going to get a lot of women's attention and it will give you details about prevention so we're going is to hopefully encourage OB/GYNs to post those.  
	Okay.  Questions?  
	>> I attended your lecture at the CMV one in Texas.  Apparently it takes me two visits to come up with this question.  But back to your EHDI Program, why do you test twice before leaving the hospital?  The hearing screening.  Why is that?  
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  (Off microphone).  
	>> And then my second question, from the legislation, how do you get them to pay for the testing?  Is that because of the legislation?  Or did you get that before?  The testing, yeah.  
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  (Off microphone).  
	(Unable to hear speaker).
	>> I'm the Delaware EHDI coordinator and I just wanted to -- your hospitals do the PCR test in-house because our hospitals were saying no they would have to send it out.  We're going a lot of pushback like this is too hard for us to do for the child that fails two hearing screens.  So was that written into the law that they had to do that?  
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  No many of the hospitals have the PCR -- the access to PCR.  The hospitals that don't will send it out.  There's a few hospitals that also do viral cultures.  Rather than the PCR.  
	We preempted some of that by doing surveys and talking to hospitals and educating them and letting them know that we would work with them if they can't do a PCR we'll take a culture.  And we really haven't had any issues.  I mean, it seemed to have -- you know started to talk to them at least six months before the legislation was instituted seemed to make a difference.  
	>> Strictly saliva sampling I always think for (speaking softly).
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  It doesn't have to be a swab it's just saliva in the mouth and the key issue with that because of some studies suggesting that you may get a false positive because of breast feeding is trying to time it at least I think 90 minutes after breast feeding ideally.  
	>> Hi, Jane Stewart from Boston.
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  Hi.
	>> We started doing targeted CMV screening on all of our babies who don't pass their hearing screening in Boston and initially we had a little bit of resistance but they are doing it for adults we are doing rapid shell fire antigen they do it for adults all the time and it's not expensive and it took not long to get the protocol going so it's doable.  It's just setting a system up.  
	>> Yeah without legislation we at Beth Israel and Brigham and Women's Hospital we just started making it become the standard of care for all babies who don't pass their hearing screen and we are getting really good compliance.  We have written it into the order sets at the BI so it's very easy and the nurses just put the order in whenever a baby doesn't pass the hearing test it automatically happens so our miss rate is pretty low.  
	>> (Speaker offer microphone).
	>> We do no more than two screenings but the second one is done in the hospital.  They are captive.  
(Chuckles).
	>> No it's not because it's not a state mandate.  It's not something that's -- it's being tracked definitely we track it at each of our hospitals we are tracking it and we have a very close relationship with Boston Children's Hospital who does all of the follow-up if they are positive.  So we have a pretty good setup.  
	(Speaker off microphone).
	>> Thank you you're absolutely right so the answer to the question about reporting results to the Connecticut EHDI Program is we built fields into our existing database and it was written into the statute so the hospitals are reporting.  And so our screening rate this year was 77%.  Which for a brand-new screening initiative, we were pretty happy with because it certainly can take some time to see the type of screening percentage we would like to see like we do with hearing.  
	>> Hi I'm Sherry from Rhode Island.  So of the 22% that were not screened, was it because of Loss to Documentation.  Were there actual refusals from parents?  Do you have a refusal policy or process in place for that?  
	>> DR. BRENDA BINSELLA BALCH:  Each hospital was asked to create their own refusal waiver for this.  So we don't collect those.  But it is a data field.  
	There were no refusals I don't think.  Did we document any?  I can't remember now.
	>> I have -- I wear different hats.  So I fill in a bunch of offices.  And obviously when I get a newborn in the offices that I fill in for now and they don't have a CMV I try to figure out why.  And who knows why.  I mean the number of reasons why they haven't gotten is too many to count.  
	But the goal is with the education of primary care providers to make sure they are getting their CMV prior to 21 days of age and since most babies come in somewhere within the first week to ten days up to two weeks of life they should have time to be able to order it through the office if it hasn't been obtained at the hospital.  
	Thanks for listening.  If you have any questions, don't hesitate to ask.  I appreciate your time.  Thank you.  
	(Applause) 
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